A large share of the energy usage in buildings is driven by occupancy behavior. To minimize this usage, it is important to gather accurate information about occupants' behaviour and to improve sensing systems for gathering such information. However, as research on occupancy sensing systems goes beyond basic methods with an increasing diversification, there is a clear need to enable adequate comparison of these systems and their properties. The systems which differ in methods and properties also lack a categorization framework for classifying different options. This article proposes a categorization framework constructed from analyzing and comparing existing sensing systems to address these needs. The classification framework is being constructed from a literature survey of 51 papers and articles presenting 46 different occupancy sensing systems. It is intended that this framework can enable developers to better benchmark and evaluate sensing system, enable organizations to identify trade-offs for adopting sensing systems and aid researchers in scoping out future research in the area.
Introduction
Improving the energy performance of buildings is crucial towards realizing a more sustainable society. One important challenge for improving the energy performance is the impact of occupancy behavior [1] . Occupancy behavior here refers to all actions of the occupant (including presence) that affect building energy consumption [2] . Occupancy behavior hugely influences the energy performance of both individual appliances and building-wide infrastructures. Individual appliances may include IT devices, kitchen facilities and production equipment. While building-wide infrastructures usually include lighting, heating, ventilation, cooling, IT, fire protection, security and water. Three agendas have been established towards addressing the impact of occupancy behavior: A) replace equipment and infrastructures in buildings with more efficient ones in a manner that the same occupancy behavior results in a lower energy consumption. B) engage occupants in changing their behaviors to less energy-consuming behaviors. C) improve the intelligence of infrastructures and equipment to only provide needed utilities and comfort for the actual behavior of occupants. A typical example is to control ventilation with respect to estimated or measured occupancy rates [3] . In all three cases it is important to be able to gather quantitative information about occupant's behavior as follows: in case A) to document savings in relation to occupancy behavior; in case B) to provide feedback to support behavior change; and in case C) to use occupancy behavior to optimize control.
To gather such quantitative occupancy information a wide range of occupancy sensing systems has been proposed in research and commercialized. In this article we refer to occupancy behavior sensing systems as systems that measure, estimate, model and predict occupancy behavior based on inputs from pervasive sensing infrastructures. Examples include systems for presence detection using PIR sensors, visual, stereo and thermal camerabased systems for counting people, and systems based on sensor-instrumented spaces to recognize the activities of individuals.
When surveying occupancy sensing systems for comparison, one has to answer many different questions. How do systems differ in types of occupancy information provided? What is the relation between the system and occupants? What is the spatial and temporal coverage; does the system allow for prediction of future occupancy situations? What types of sensor strategies are applied; are environments, objects or persons augmented? What types of methods and models are utilized? What is the resulting accuracy? These questions are important both for customers, developers and researchers who need to understand different design options and trade offs. It is believed that a categorization framework that takes cognisance of these questions can aid customers, developers and researchers to better survey, compare, and design occupancy sensing systems. This is especially important as developments in the field transit from understanding the basic mechanisms to combining different sensor strategies and modalities for providing information on complex 2 behavioral patterns of occupants. The categorization framework can also aid researchers in scoping out future research in the area of occupancy sensing systems.
Existing surveys on occupancy sensing systems [4, 1] have so far not presented a comprehensive categorization framework for the area. Therefore, this article proposes a comprehensive categorization framework for occupancy sensing systems that is constructed based on a literature study of 51 papers and articles. The 51 papers and articles propose 46 different systems which are analyzed and grouped according to the methods and techniques utilized to form categories for this framework. The classifications of four systems are presented in detail as examples. The classifications of all the 46 systems are available from our online repository [5] and presented on the associated webpage 1 . We present an analysis of the classifications and duly highlight evaluation metrics and unexplored design options. In this article we motivate the use of occupancy sensing systems in the area of energy performance, however, there are many other application areas for such systems including safety and evacuation, building utilization and customer profiling.
Categorization Framework
The proposed categorization framework formulates nine categories. These categories are partly inspired by earlier works on occupancy behavior that are derived from the conducted literature study. This study was conducted by searching for key terms in relevant journals and conferences. The identified categories include and are defined as follows:
Information Type: types of occupancy information.
Occupant Relation: relation between the system and occupants.
Sensing Strategy: strategy for placement of sensors for observing occupancy behavior.
Spatial Granularity: characterization of the spatial resolution.
Temporal Granularity: characterization of the temporal resolution.
Spatial Coverage: characterization of the spatial extent.
Temporal Coverage: characterization of the temporal extent.
1 https://github.com/mbkj/OccupancySurvey/wiki Sensor Modality: sensor modalities for collecting data about occupancy behavior.
Methods and Models: methods and models for processing sensing data to estimate and predict occupancy information.
Earlier surveys have only considered a subset of these categories. Christensen et al. [4] discuss the three dimensions occupancy resolution, temporal resolution and spatial resolution mapping to the dimensions proposed in this article of information type, spatial granularity and temporal granularity, respectively. Nguyen et al. [1] introduce the dimensions activities, technologies and methodologies that maps to the dimensions proposed in this article of information type combined with temporal coverage, sensing modality and methods and models, respectively. Since the focus of the proposed categorization is on sensing systems, this categorization does not include design phase building construction and retrofit tools that provide occupancy modeling and simulation functionality as surveyed by Hoes et al. [6] .
Categories of the Framework
This section presents the framework categories one by one.
Information Type. This category covers how sensing systems represent the behavior of occupants, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The information type determines to a great extent what applications can be enabled by the collected information. Presence denotes occupation of space in a zone of interest by a human, for example, space in front of a computer [7] or rooms in a building [8] and, represented as a Boolean value [8] , as a level [9] or as a count of humans [4] . Activity covers instant actions of humans including actions on objects in an environment, for example, typing on a keyboard [8] , door passing [10] , turning equipment on/off [11] or opening and closing windows and doors [2] . Behavior covers the longer running human processes made up by several activities. For example, working, having a meeting [8] , or taking a break [12] .
Occupant Relation. This category denotes the way in which occupants are represented by the sensing system as listed in Figure 1 . The occupant relation has a great influence on needed privacy protection measures for the data. Anonymous denotes that the system does not represent the identity of an observed occupant. For example, by only detecting the presence of an [13] . However, in some situations anonymous data might be reidentified, e.g., anonymous data from a single office can with high probability be reassociated with the office owner. Individuals refers to the situation when the system knows the identities of the monitored humans. For example, when tracking the proximity of an employee to his work desk [4] or the time for an occupant to reach his house [14] . Crowd implies considering people as a crowd of humans rather than as individuals. For example to detect the behavior of crowds, such as, flocking [15] . This implies that data is aggregated making it difficult to reidentify data back to individuals.
Sensing Strategies. This category covers how sensors are applied to collect measurements about occupant behavior as listed in Figure 1 . The choice of sensing strategy has a large influence on the infrastructure requirements and installation complexity. We define the following strategies:
The augment objects strategy proposes to observe occupant behavior by embedding sensors in the objects that occupants use in their everyday life. For instance, kitchen equipment, office equipment or other objects that people use in their everyday life [7] . As an example, with sensors in a cup you can detect if the it contains liquid or if it is tilted to be drunken from. The advantages of this strategy are that no assumptions are placed on occupants and detailed information can be collected about the use of objects. Drawbacks include that it can be complex to embed sensors in objects and that if a high number of objects have to be instrumented deployments can become costly.
The augment persons strategy proposes to augment persons with wearable or mobile sensor systems that enable the gathering of information about occupancy behavior [15] . The advantages of this strategy are that it enables the collection of detailed data about the physical movement of occupants and the ability to collect longitudinal data for individual occupants. Drawbacks include that occupants have to remember to carry or wear the systems and that the strategy can be costly when instrumenting a large number of occupants.
The augment the environment strategy proposes to place sensors in the environment of the occupants to observe their behavior [16] . The environment could here be a building or room with sensors installed to observe occupants' behaviors. The advantages of this strategy are that no assumptions are placed on occupants and detailed information can be collected about space use. Drawbacks include that placement and wiring of sensors can be difficult and that deployments can be costly when covering large areas.
The repurpose infrastructure strategy follows the idea to repurpose existing infrastructures of buildings to provide information about occupancy behavior. For instance, WiFi networks [17] , security access cards [18] and calendar information [12] . The advantages of this strategy are that no additional assumptions are placed on occupants and deployment cost can be low due to the reuse of existing infrastructure. Drawbacks include a risk of low accuracy if the mapping from gathered data to occupancy information is complex and that robustness might be low due to the dependency on other systems not designed or maintained for high accuracy occupancy sensing.
The occupant interaction strategy activates occupants to provide clues about thier behavior. Occupants might be activated to provide clues about how long they will occupy a room via room controls or calendars. Another example is to use RFID [19] or other sensor modalitites to enable occupants to notify the building of their presence [20] . The strategy can be seen as an example of crowd sourcing the collection of information about occupant behavior. The difference compared to repurpose infrastructure is that technologies for the occupant interaction strategy are put in place to directly enable the interaction with occupants. The advantages of the strategy include the ability to collect information that sensors only can unreliable monitor and limited cost for sensor deployments. The drawbacks include that occupants have to remember to provide information and that occupants might intentionally or unintentionally misinform the system. Spatial Granularity. This category concerns the characterization of the spatial resolution of occupancy information as illustrated in Figure 2 . To characterize the spatial resolution we propose to use an already established termi-nology in the built environment in form of the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) data model for buildings [21] . Following the IFC data model a Site is a physical area, a Building is a physical structure placed on a site, a BuildingStory is a single story of a building, a Space is a subpart of a story which might correspond to several rooms in the same Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) zone, a room or a subpart of a room. An Object is a physical element placed in a space, e.g., a computer or an appliance. A common spatial granularity considered by occupancy sensing systems are spaces in the form of rooms [13] or HVAC actuation zones [17] . Building granularity is most often considered in the case of residential homes [19] and object granularity in terms of occupant presence at individual equipment, such as, IT equipment [7] . The available spatial granularity has a large impact on what types of applications can be built, e.g., building-wide energy performance benchmarking versus room-based occupancy triggered ventilation. Aiming at a finer granularity will generally increase cost due to the deployment of a more fine grained sensing infrastructure.
Temporal Granularity. This category concerns the characterization of the temporal resolution of occupancy information as illustrated in Figure 2 . Periodic denotes that the sampling and processing of occupancy information is executed at regular periodic intervals. Tarzia et al. [7] periodically schedule their sonar system for detection of human presence. Another option is the event-based scheme where an event occur when new occupancy information is available. For instance, Agarwal et. al. [13] schedule detection around door opening and closing events. A periodic sampling or processing of occupancy information places a higher demand on the sensing system in terms of network load, the volume of storage required for data storage and the processing capability required to process higher volumes of data. This bottleneck may question the sustainability of the sensing system itself. With event-driven systems a drawback is that it is more difficult to observe system failures as data is only received intermittently.
Spatial Coverage. This category covers a characterization of the spatial coverage as illustrated in Figure 3 . This category also follows the IFC data model which categorize coverage into Site, Building, BuildingStory, Space and Object. The coverage of an occupancy sensing system is often defined in multiples of the spatial granularity or aggregates of it, e.g., a building story is an aggregate of all spaces within that story. Another option is that a system can extrapolate from monitoring a few spaces on a building story to all spaces of a building story. Systems often aim for a spatial coverage of a whole building, however, reported studies often conduct lab deployments that only cover a smaller set of spaces within a building [13, 7] . The coverage of systems based on world-wide tracking is extended to all relevant sites, e.g., Koehler et al. [14] use GPS tracking to predict the earliest point in time when an occupant can reach their home. The possible coverage of a occupancy sensing system mainly depends on cost. As mentioned earlier different sensing strategies provide cost effective scalability in different dimensions, e.g., number of occupants vs. coverage area. An additional factor is privacy restrictions as it might not be socially acceptable or legally allowed to monitor all areas of a building.
Temporal Coverage. This category covers a characterization of the temporal coverage as illustrated in Figure 3 . Past denotes that the system can provide occupancy information about the past this can either be in the form of information for a particular point in time or aggregated models characterizing normal behavior [22] . Present denotes that the system can provide occupancy information for the current point in time [7] . Future denotes that the system is able to predict occupancy information for future points in time based on some form of method or model [19] . Systems delivering information about the Past or the Future will generally be more demanding in terms of computing power and data storage.
Sensor Modality. This category covers sensor modalities for collecting occupancy behavior data. An abundance of different sensor modalities allows for observing various aspects of occupancy behavior. Some of the sensor technologies were originally envisioned for occupancy sensing whereas others originate from efforts on related research problems. overview of the identified sensor modalities. Many systems apply or integrate several types of sensor modalities. It is beyond the scope of this article to explain the principles behind all the various sensor modalities, thus readers are for such information encouraged to survey material on the individual topics. The sensor modalities also differ in how they impact occupants' privacy as surveyed by Christin et al. [23] . To give an overview Figure 4 lists main advantages and disadvantages for each sensor modality. In our survey we identified the following sensor modalities: Occupant data includes data provided by the occupants themselves including social networking [12] , calendar information [9] and computer networks [24] . Force covers the measuring of forces applied to objects and environments including pressure sensors [8] , switches [25] , gyroscopes and accelerometers [26] and device inputs, such as, a keyboard or a mouse [4] . Visible light covers the capturing of visual light including the use of video cameras [27, 28] , light level sensors [11] and stereo cameras [29, 30] . Infrared light covers the capturing of infrared light including PIR sensors [13, 22, 31] and thermal cameras [32] . Sound covers the capturing of hearable sound by the use of microphones [8] and transmission setups to estimate proximity [33] . Ultrasound covers the use of ultrasound including sonar setups [7, 34] and transmission setups to estimate proximity [35] . EM waves covers radar [36] and radio-based communication setups including RFID, WiFi, Bluetooth, UWB and GPS technologies [17, 37, 38, 14, 19, 39, 4] . Air covers the measurement of the composition and properties of air including CO 2 [16, 40] , humidity [16] and temperature [40] . Magnetic fields covers the measurement of magnetic fields including reed switches [13] , compasses [26] , access cards [18] and magnetic coils [20] . Electricity covers the measurement of electricity consumption including various metering setups [41] . HVAC data covers data from the operation of HVAC systems including heating, ventilation and cooling activity levels [40] , Water includes measurements of water consumption including flow meters [11] .
Methods and Models. This category covers the methods or models that occupancy sensing systems apply to process and fuse occupant behavior data.
The goal can be to map raw sensor data to an occupancy information type, optimize accuracy by modeling spatial or temporal relations, estimate long term behavior or predict future occupancy behavior. The area of methods and models for data processing has a long history. For an introduction to the area we will refer the reader to other work. In this article we will only classify methods and models used by occupancy sensing systems into seven broad categories as illustrated in Figure 4 . Conditional rules model the relationship between sensor input and occupancy information as conditional rules. For instance, a door opening event may indicate that the occupancy of a room changes [13] . Agent-based models model occupants as agents whose behaviors are defined by modeling their itinerary, path choices, and walking behavior [27] . Stochastic models model the probability and correlation among occupancy behavioral events and the likelihood of changes in occupants' presence [28] . Machine learning learns and models occupants' behavior from training data by learning the mappings between sensor inputs and occupancy levels [16] . Prediction algorithms enable the prediction of future states, e.g. prediction algorithms can from GPS data predict the earliest point in time an occupant can arrive back home [14] . Signal analysis covers signal analysis methods which includes methods for signal decomposition [40] and image processing [29] . Heuristics cover a broad range of simple algorithmic steps that does not fall under any of the other categories. For instance, simple thresholding on values [7] .
The advantages of the strategies Heuristics and Conditional rules are that they are relatively simple to apply, however, the methods do not scale well to complex occupancy behaviors and sensing modalities with high uncertainty. Agent-based models and Stochastic models allow the modeling of more complex behaviors however, they require significant modeling efforts to arrive at accurate models. Machine learning, Prediction algorithms and Signal analysis are mainly data-driven techniques and their accuracy depends on the availability of good data for model construction and parameter estimation.
Classification Examples
To illustrate the use of the proposed categorization framework, this article presents the categorization results for four of the 46 systems covered by the literature study. The four systems have been chosen to be representative for different types of occupancy sensing systems. In the following sections we will summarize the categorizations of all the 46 systems which are also available from our online repository [5] . Table 1 lists the categorizations in a compact form for the four systems. In addition to the presented nine different categories, the table also lists infrastructure requirements, installation complexity and reported accuracy to enable readers to judge the applicability of the different systems.
Agarwal et al. [13] propose a system for presence detection of anonymous people which has a spatial granularity of spaces corresponding to rooms and event-based temporal granularity. The system covers spaces considered as individual rooms and delivers information about the present. Also, the system applies Infrared Light-PIR and Magnetic Fields-Reed Switch to augment the environment and it uses conditional rules to model the relationship between sensor input and occupancy information.
Erickson et al. [28] propose the OBSERVE system for providing occupancy counts of anonymous people. The system has a spatial granularity of spaces which is divided by sensor monitoring areas and the temporal granularity is based on periodic sampling. The system covers spaces with occupant's entries monitored by sensors and it delivers information about present and predicts future occupancy. The system applies Visible Light-Video Camera for occupancy counting by augmenting the environment. Also, the system applies stochastic models in the form of Markov models to predict future occupancy.
Tarzia et al. [7] propose a system for detecting the activity of known individuals. The system has a spatial granularity of the space in front of a computer and the temporal granularity is periodic. The system can cover all spaces in front of computers and can provide information about the present. The system applies Ultrasound-Sonar and Force-Device Input by augmenting the objects and it applies a few heuristics to optimize accuracy and combine sensor inputs.
Christensen et al. [4] propose a system for providing counts of anonymous persons. The system considers the spatial granularity of buildings and the temporal granularity is given by periodic sampling. The system has a spatial coverage for building and considers a temporal coverage of present. The system applies EM Waves-Radio-based Communication (WiFi) with a repurpose infrastructure sensing strategy. Just like the previously highlighted system, this system does not apply any structured model however, a few heuristics is utilized to optimize accuracy and combine sensor inputs.
The classification examples highlight different system options. For instance, given the goal to provide counts of occupants in a building one can compare the two options proposed by Erickson et al. [28] and Christensen et al. [4] . The two systems provide the same type of information but with different sensing strategies, sensing modalities, methods and models, and resulting accuracy. The two systems also have different implications on privacy as the system by Erickson et al. [28] involve cameras whereas the system by Christensen et al. [4] monitor the occupants' wireless devices. In regards to accuracy the former system can provide the highest accuracy but is more costly to scale especially if a high spatial granularity is required because the system need a camera per space. The later system by Christensen et al. [4] scales very well as the system repurposes an existing infrastructure but can only monitor occupants carrying wireless devices.
To utilize the proposed categorization framework for categorizing and comparing new systems, the following steps may be adopted: firstly, find classifications for compared-to existing systems in our repository [5] . Secondly, perform a classification for the new system by classifying for each of the nine categories the new system's methods and assumptions according to the subcategories. Thirdly, perform a comparison of the existing and the new systems based of the nine categories. Push the new classification to our online repository [5] .
Analysis of Classified Systems
This section analyses the classifications of the 46 systems to characterize existing work. The following method was used for the analysis. Firstly, each system was classified according to the classification framework. Secondly, the classifications were encoded as strings in the JSON data format. Finally, we developed python scripts that analyse the classifications and produce tables and graphs summarizing the classifications. The system classifications and scripts are available in our online repository [5] .
Summarizing Classifications
A first outcome of the analysis is statistics computed for the categories. The article includes statistics for the categories sensor modality and methods and models. Figure 5 shows statistics for how many systems use each of the sensor modalities. The following observations can be made from this figure:
Agarwal et al. [13] Erickson et al. [28] Tarzia et al. [7] Christensen et al. [4] Information Type Magnetic Fields-Access Cards [18] Force-Gyroscope [26] HVAC Data-Ventilation Activation Levels [40] Occupant Data-Social Networking [12, 42] Magnetic Fields-Magnetic Coil [20] HVAC Data-Cooling Activation Levels [40] Magnetic Fields-Compass [26] HVAC Data-Heating Activation Levels [40] Water-Flow Meter [11] Force-Accelerometer [26] Force-Switch [25, 2] Visible Light-Stereo Camera [29, 30] Force-Pressure [43, 8, 16, 44] Air-Humidity [16, 44, 9] Air-CO2 [16, 44, 40] Infrared Light-Thermal Camera [32, 19] Occupant Data-Computer Networks [37, 24] Visible Light-Light Level [16, 44, 9, 11] Occupant Data-Calendar [25, 12, 42, 9] Air-Temperature [16, 44, 40, 9] Force-Device Input [7, 12, 42, 9] Magnetic Fields-Reed Switch [13, 2, 45, 11] Ultrasound-Sonar [7, 25, 46, 45, 34] Sound-Microphone [47, 43, 8, 16, 44, 48, 9] Visible Light-Video Camera [28, 16, 44 Agent-based Models [27] Prediction Algorithms [14] Signal Analysis [40, 29] Conditional Rules [13, 17, 45] Machine Learning [12, 42, i) EM Waves-Radio-based Communication is the most frequently used sensor modality (15 cases) followed by Infrared Light-PIR (14 cases) and ElectricityMeter (10 cases); ii) The used sensor modalities span a very broad range of technologies and physical measurement types; iii) nine out of the 46 systems combine several sensor modalities. In a similar manner Figure 6 presents the statistics for how many systems use the different methods and models. From the figure it can be observed that most systems use heuristics (16 cases) followed by stochastic models (14 cases) and machine learning (13 cases).
Accuracy
A second analysis compares occupancy sensing systems in terms of information type and accuracy. Accuracy of occupancy information is a central evaluation criteria for occupancy sensing systems. The four classification examples illustrated that systems are often evaluated using different accuracy metrics. In particular different metrics are applied for different kinds of occupancy information. In our survey we collected information on the metrics used in the evaluation for each of the surveyed systems and the resulting accuracy. For most systems we report an average accuracy claimed for the system in question. Average is here over different conditions or trials. For other systems we report a range if the system under different conditions exhibited different performance levels, e.g., depending on amount of occupants, building type and internal system parameters. As the systems were evaluated under different conditions it is error prone to do a very fine-grained analysis of the results. However, the listed results give some indications to which systems provide the best accuracies. Table 2 lists the classification results for the different accuracy metrics and occupancy information types. For the articles that quantify the performance using several metrics we list the most common metric to enable comparison.
Most articles view their problem as a classification problem. The number of classes differs based on the information type computed as highlighted in the table with (C: X) where X is the number of classes. If X = N it means that a system has an open set of classes. For classification problems, accuracy is defined as the number of correctly classified instances. For classification problems, an extensive literature exists on different accuracy metrics that are more or less robust to class-imbalance in the test data. Robust accuracy metrics include precision and recall, and the F-measure. Some papers also use an accuracy ratio as accuracy metric. Numeric occupancy information, such as, occupant counts can be viewed as regression problems and the accuracy quantified using associated accuracy metrics. Accuracy metrics include average error as the average difference between ground truth and the produced estimates and the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) calculated as the root of the average squared difference.
From Table 2 we can make several observations: i) within each category there is a huge span in reported accuracies both among the individual systems and for the systems that study the effect of different conditions and parameters; ii) For presence-count, authors have approached the problem both as a classification problem and a regression problem; iii) it is a concern that most systems are evaluated with accuracy as metric because this measure is prone to class-imbalances, e.g., a system can easily achieve a high accuracy if there is seldom any occupants and the system is good at detecting non-presence. Therefore we encourage authors in future work to apply precision, recall and the F-measure as more robust metrics.
Comparisons Among Categories
A third type of analysis considers the classification of systems with regards to several categories. This type of analysis can highlight if systems only explore a subset of the possible design choices, e.g., do systems consider all combinations or just a few.
To analyze sensing strategies in comparison to occupant relation, Table  3 categorizes the surveyed occupancy sensing systems with regards to these two dimensions. The following observations can be made from augmentations of the environment tend to provide an anonymous relation with people whereas systems augmenting persons tend to provide the systems with an individual relation; ii) augmenting objects as presented in 6 out of 8 cases, provide the systems with an individual relation as object ownership is known. The repurpose infrastructure strategy has resulted in systems of both categories; iii) so far most work have considered augmenting the environment (30 out of 46 cases) whereas only little work has considered the crowd relation (1 out of 46). For comparing the system classifications for occupancy information in relation to temporal coverage, Table 4 lists classification results for these two dimensions. The following observations can be made from Table 4 : i) most systems provide presence information for the present (34 of 46 cases); ii) more work focuses on behavior than activities (10 versus 4 cases); iii) less work focuses on aggregating past data and information or predicting the future in particular for occupants' activities and behaviors.
To analyze the categorizations for spatial granularity in relation to temporal granularity, Table 5 presents categorization results for these two dimensions. The following observations can be made from the table: i) most systems consider spatial granularity of space (42 of 46 cases) and they more often utilize the periodic temporal granularity than its event-based counterpart; ii) some systems consider building or object spatial granularity and in both cases they usually favor the periodic systems over event-based ones. iii) None of the classified systems has a building-story or site spatial granularity.
Future Work
This literature study identified several similarities and differences between the studied systems by clearly visualizing the design options and the choices behind identified systems to be understood by both experts and newbies in this field. The classification results highlight a number of unexplored design options that could be relevant for future works to consider: (i) Explore if an occupancy sensing system can augment persons in an anonymous manner maybe by considering persons as individuals of a crowd; (ii) Develop methods for occupancy sensing systems to predict future activities and behaviors; and (iii) How systems with a space granularity can be adapted to provide information at other requested spatial granularities.
For experimental evaluation of occupancy sensing systems the categorization framework can also be used to highlight the evaluated system's assumptions and methods. This can take the form of a classification for the nine categories that thereby explicitly categorize the evaluated system. In addition to design options, the surveyed systems also differ with regards to methods and metrics used for evaluation. For instance, evaluation methods include simulation, emulation and deployment [57] and evaluation metrics include error and accuracy metrics, such as, the percentage of correct classifications, percentage deviation and Jensen-Shannon divergence. Also, some of the systems are evaluated with regards to ground truth information whereas others are only evaluated within the context of energy efficiency applications. The variation in evaluation methods is a challenge for documenting improvements over existing methods. Therefore there is a need for more future work on comparative studies on public data sets. Due to privacy constraints associated with the data collection for occupant behavior, it might be a bottleneck to get allowance to share such datasets publicly to support comparative studies.
Conclusion
In this article we have proposed a categorization framework for occupancy sensing systems. The proposed categorization framework has been constructed from a literature survey of 51 papers and articles presenting 46 different occupancy sensing systems available from [5] . The categorization framework is based on the nine categories namely: information type, occupant relation, sensing strategy, spatial granularity, temporal granularity, spatial coverage, temporal coverage, sensing modality, and methods and models. It is believed that this categorization framework will aid developers to better benchmark and evaluate sensing system, enable consumers identify trade-offs for adopting these sensing systems and could also aid researcher in scoping out future research in the area of occupancy sensing systems.
